
"Threats to Democracy" 
 
Does anyone else find it ironic that Joe Biden and other "Democrats" 
have accused Republicans of being "a threat to democracy?"  Their PR 
flacks at the networks and on cable news have blindly repeated this 
accusation with regularity, and people who should know better have 
started to parrot the lie as well.   
 
Yet, "Democrats" are the political party that weaponized the FBI and 
DOJ;  Foolishly threw trillions of dollars at green enterprises;  Actively 
conspired with social media to censor critics;  Forgave the student loans 
of supporters without Congressional approval;  Allowed BLM and Antifa 
to burn cities with impunity in 2020;  Generated 9% inflation by spending 
$10 Trillion in two years;  And, inspired skyrocketing violent crime rates 
in BLUE cities by de-funding their police forces and adopting delusional 
criminal justice "reforms."  
 
Anyone with an IQ exceeding that of a cabbage should realize that the 
TRUE threat to American democracy is the misnamed "Democrat" Party, 
more accurately designated the New Communist Party of the USA 
(NCPUSA.)  In the two years Joe Biden has wrongly occupied the Oval 
Office -- and staffed his cabinet with communists, globalists and lunatics 
and traitors -- every policy they've implemented has profoundly 
damaged America. The resulting disasters CANNOT be explained away 
by incompetence or mere coincidence.  
 
If America survives the Biden Administration, the legacy of Joe Biden 
and his NCPUSA will be skyrocketing crime, rampant inflation, an 
economy severely damaged by COVID mandates, energy dependence, 
voter fraud, a tsunami of illegal immigrants, federally-funded "gender 
dysphoria," a woke and impotent military, and a timid foreign policy 
that's invited every bad actor in the world to flex their muscles.   



Jimmy Carter can now go to his grave and Rest in Peace knowing he will 
not be remembered as the worst president in American history.  Simply 
put, Joe Biden makes even Jimmy Carter look like Teddy Roosevelt, 
Ronald Reagan, or George Washington.  
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